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Introduction

q Motivation

q “What are the underlying reasons for differences in regional 
performance?”  

q “Does region matter to local inventors?” 

q “What are conditions for regions to be more innovative and
explorative?”



Introduction

q What we know

Ø New knowledge results from the combination of existing knowledge

elements (Nelson & Winter, 1892; Schumpeter, 1934).

Ø The value and the innovativeness of new knowledge depend on the level of

familiarity of knowledge used in combination (Fleming & Sorenson, 2004).

Ø Exploration results from searching

beyond technological boundaries



Introduction

q What we know (cont.)

Ø Boundary spanning is more costly and uncertainty to acquire external

knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 1989; Kogut & Kulatilaka, 2001 ; Von

Hippel, 1994)

§ The lack of shared language

§ The liability of legitimacy

§ The lack of trust among inventors from different communities



Introduction

q What we know (cont.)

Ø Regional economic literature has emphasized the role of regional knowledge 

platforms as a driving force for its competitive advantage (Asheim et al., 2011; 

Harmaakorpi & Melkas, 2005). 

Analytical (scientific) knowledge Synthetic (technological)

knowledge

Ø Knowledge platform as capabilities to develop technological knowledge that

open wide opportunities to other technologies and market expansion (Kim &

Kogut, 1996; Kogut & Kulatilaka, 2001).



Introduction

q What we don’t know

Ø If regional knowledge platforms are critical factors to enhance regional

advantages: how does it happen? and what is the mechanism behind?

Ø We suggest to analysis the role of synergies between scientific and

technological knowledge bases to explain the origin of regional innovative

capabilities.

Ø RQ: how and what extent regions may provide knowledge platforms 

contributing to develop local inventors’ innovative and explorative 

capabilities.



Literature

q Regional concept

Regional knowledge platforms are considered in a dynamic perspective:

ØRegions are heterogeneous both in their original point and in the way they

accumulate new scientific and technological knowledge.

ØSynergies between technologies and scientific domains at the regional level are

identified empirically at the national level.

==================

Regional alignment is the extent to which there are regional synergies of shared

and complementary knowledge bases (e.g. science and technology), competences

and skills across local agents. Regional alignment implies potential linkages

between knowledge bases suggesting interactive learning processes between local

agents.



Hypothesis

q Regional alignment may enhance regional invention’s performance by:

ØHelping local actors be aware of potential technologies (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990)

ØReducing the screening and adoption cost of potentially external knowledge, thus increases

the likelihood to explore new potential capabilities (Kogut & Kulatilaka, 2001)

ØIdentifying their advantages among the regional knowledge platforms à position potential

combinations among diversified and complementary knowledge sources

ØGenerating interactive and collective learning across local actors

ØEnhancing the emergence of a collective identity by reinforcing actors’ commitments on the

community and by making sense of the logics of their actions (Lazaric et al., 2008).

Hypothesis H1: The regional alignment has a positive correlation with regional innovative

performance.

Hypothesis H2: The regional alignment has a positive correlation with regional explorative

capacity.



Data and Research Method

q Sample years (1990-2014) for patents and scientific publications in 

France

q Observed years for panel data (1995-2009) with 83,004 patents

q Unit of analysis: regions in France at NUTS3 level (94 regions)

q 25,068 patents and 57,399 references to scientific papers (the 

Classification of Scientific Journals-March 2016)

q 107,192 French patents (1990-2009) to measure the regional 

technological expertise

q 936,567 published scientific articles for all regions in France (NUTS3) to 

measure the regional scientific expertise (1990-2009)



Data and Research Method

q Interdependence

Jij is the actual number of observed co-occurrences between two technology i and scientific field j;
µij is the expected (mean) value of a random technological co-occurrence and
σ is standard deviation

q Regional technological expertise

q Regional scientific expertise

Pir is the number of patents (published papers) in technological field i (scientific field j) in region r
Pr is the total patents (published papers) in the region
PiN is total patents (published papers) in domain i (scientific field j) in the nation
PN is the total patents (published papers) in the nation.



Data and Research Method

q Interdependence (ij)

q Regional alignment

q Linear feedback model (Blundell et al., 2002; Salomon & Shaver, 2005)

yrt is forward citation counts of region (r) at time (t)
yrt-1 is forward citation counts of region (r) at time (t-1)
X is the vector explanatory variables
β is the vector for the parameter of interest



Results
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Results



Discussion and Conclusion

q Our primary finding is that everything else being equal, “aligned” region (i.e. 

region with higher synergy potentials) provides local inventors with better 

opportunities and higher learning capacities for justifying different potential 

trajectories in the region 

q These results extend prior research on the link between science, technology and

innovation. There are multifaceted interplays between science and technology 

rather than the notion of “science-dependence” 

Ø On one hand, it addresses regional knowledge platform, which refers to 

technological and scientific knowledge expertise in the region. 

Ø On the other hand, the platform implies regional configurations between science 

and technology, which is not linear one-way relation . 



Discussion and Conclusion

q In policy perspective, beyond traditional view of regional knowledge bases, 

this paper shows the role of regional alignment to explain the heterogeneity 

in regional competitive advantage 

è “one size policy does not fit all”

è calls for better place-based policies



Future Directions

Regional alignment induces these characteristics of region by:

ØPlaying as the mechanism of knowledge spillovers and interactive learning à

networks of local actors. 

ØActing as platform which generate a set of resources to permit local inventors 

to choose the optimal strategy of inventions in order to respond to market 

opportunities  (Harmaakorpi & Melkas, 2005).

ØCo-evolving as a change in the structure of complementary knowledge bases

(Dosi, 1982; Quatraro, 2016) è The patterns of synergies also change.

These features play as regional capabilities to create different valuable 

complementary options for local inventors when searching and acquiring 

distant knowledge.



THANK YOU! 







Future Direction

q FRQ: How may the regional networks (between science and technology) 

affect its branching. 

Watts, D. J. & Strogatz, S. H. Collective dynamic of “small world” 
networks. Nature 393, 440-442. (1998)


